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“Don’t be sad if a person prefers
someone else over you...Remember, it’s
hard to convince a monkey that

strawberries are sweeter than bananas!”
~unknown~

Why did the turnip get a “bad rap”?
Turnips have been an integral part of human’s diet since

prehistoric times. They are known to have originated in
northeastern Europe an Asia and were grown in great
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people were eating them. The rich were able to afford other
food, and thus the turnip was deemed to be a poor man’s
food. Unpopular people were even pelted with turnips.

When potatoes from Peru where introduced to Europe,

•
•
•
•
•

farm animals actually thrived on turnips and thus they became
popular for livestock to eat. He discovered that there was no
need to store hay for the animals all winter long, since the

turnips could grow in the winter and the animals could eat them
instead of hay.
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replaced turnips as a staple food for the poor. They have

Charles Townshend, a British politician, found out that
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Asia, and Northern America in the 1700’s, they quickly

been slightly forgotten as a great vegetable since then.
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quantities as early as 2000 BC. Turnips began to get a “bad

rap” during the Greek and Roman times because only the poor
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Here is a recipe that incorporates spinach, turnips, kale, and onions from this week’s CSA
share!

Roasted Turnips and Greens
Total Time: 45 Mins.

Servings: 2

Ingredients
1 naval orange

¼ cup orange juice

1 bunch turnips, halved

turnips greens, stemmed and chopped

3 Tbsp. olive oil

1 medium onion, thinly sliced

1 garlic clove, minced

½ cup water

salt and pepper

1 cup spinach

1 cup kale, stemmed

2 Tbsp chopped nut of your choice

Preparation
1.

Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Using a sharp knife, peel the orange and remove all of the bitter
white pith. Working over another bowl, cut in between the membranes to release the sections.

2. On a rimmed baking sheet, drizzle the turnips with 1 Tbsp. olive oil. Roast for 20 minutes.
3. In a large, deep skillet, heat 2 Tbsp. of olive oil. Add onion and garlic and cook over moderate
heat, until softened, about 5 minutes. Add the water and turnip greens, cover and cook until
greens are just tender, about 5 minutes. Season with salt and pepper.
4. Pour orange juice over the turnips. Roast for 5 minutes longer, until turnips are tender and
glazed.
5. Add the spinach and kale to the greens, toss until wilted. Top with turnips, greens, orange
sections and nuts. Serve hot or warm.

